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Why is writing important for science
Communication is the START of the scientific critical evaluation and the incorporation
of your findings into the scientific community.

Basis for discussion in the scientific community (your research group and colleagues,
narrow field of international colleagues, general scientific community, general
audience)

Ongoing debate on how best to do this... (referee system, open access, open data,
open source, etc.)

Simplicity
• Writing is about clarity and persuasion.
• The main thing is to keep things simple.*
• Simple writing is persuasive.

Quality
• It’s not the amount you write but the
quality of your writing.

*there are obvious exceptions…

Problem
We are taught to write formally…..
We are taught to write organized….

Creating value
We need to write persuasive and create value.

If you don’t know who you are writing for chances are very low you will create value.
If you do not get your reader engaged – nobody will read your manuscript  No value.

Who are you writing for and why?
• Audience #1: Scientists / Peers: For them to learn and solve their problems.
• Audience #2: Reviewers: Gatekeepers preventing your paper to be published.

Reading
Read papers from your own field and pay attention on how they sell the story...
Different journals require different writing styles.
Make a list of good “dictionary” of sentences taken from scientific publications.
Diversify the vocabulary you use.

Don’t plagiarize!

Start collecting interesting papers while reading. You will reference them later.

How to search for literature
Search engines: Google, Google Scholar, Pubmed, Web of knowledge.
Pro-tips:
Cross referencing. Search engines now let you find papers citing the original paper.
Always give a glance at the references of the paper you are reading.

Referencing software: Zotero, Mendeley, endnote, Evernote, personal notes.

Why do we write a paper?
• Sharing your idea and helping others do research!
• Helping you to do research! Writing helps you think.
Idea  Do research  Write a paper
• Idea  Start writing paper  Do research
• Start with draft 0, even if it is an outline.
What is your idea? How are you going to prove it? Which experiments do you need and why?
• General rules: When writing set time aside just for this. Get out of the lab.
Pro-tip: Use mynoise.com for background noise while writing.

Questions?

Before starting
Who is the targeted reader?

Story and reasoning should be understandable.
Be aware: your writing will be scrutinized by experts and will be around for a very long time
Good writing (short, direct, clear, etc) increases the success of a publication.
Hint for the Block courses: consider your colleagues and supervisors as your readers and ask them
for feedback BEFORE / DURING and AFTER writing (beyond the mark)!

General style suggestions
Objective and clear language
Typically quite technical
No contractions (don’t, won’t, ect)

Introduce abbreviations once, then use them consistently.
Uniformity and consistency (refs, figs, tabs) keep the same formats, style, size, fonts.
Keep track of your tenses.

Pro-tip: https://www.grammarly.com/, http://www.hemingwayapp.com/

Structure of your report
• Title
• Abstract
• Figures
Before setting out:

Main text:
• Introduction
• (Theory)
• Materials and Methods
• Results and Discussion
• Conclusions and outlook
• Acknowledgements and References

Pick a style. Look at different
journals, and which styles they use.
Pick one. Stick to it!

Title
Usually invented at the end.
Be bold & try to use some humor

Abstract
Summarizes the work. Normally 200 words.

State the problem.
State why it is an interesting problem / question.
State what you discovered and how it solves the problem / question.
State what follows your solution.
Keep it short.
Don’t repeat the abstract in the introduction.

Introduction
• Keep the reader engaged.
• Do NOT focus on background. Max 1-2 sentences, with references.
• Use it as a launchpad to explain your work.

• Your goal is to give a menu – describe the reader what they will get if they read the work.
• What is the general question in this field (this depends strongly on the targeted reader)
• What is missing (gap)?
• How will you fill this gap?

• Your hypothesis or concrete research question and how you want to get there.

Results and Discussion
Results and discussion used to be separated. Now they are mostly connected.
What were you investigating  How did you set the experiments  What did you find out and why is it important
Objective presentation of results (at least think about errors)

Represent the key points of your results with figures and tables
Answer the research question posed in the introduction
Discuss critically your own findings (what else could «it» be? Is this the only explanation? Etc.)
Give explanations for what went wrong

Don’t explain dead ends of your technical work.
Only explain failed experiments if it was not intuitive that they will fail.

Figures & Illustrations
Figures and illustrations are the most imporatant parts in publications in the natural sciences!
Tell the story in figures!
Figures contain key information of your story and advertise your report
Prepare your own figures and get good at preparing them!

Pro-tip:
Tips and tricks for scientific figures: https://www.sciencefarts.com/figures.html, https://www.aje.com/dist/docs/GuideCreating-Effective-Scientific-Figures-for-Publication.pdf
Good quality, colors are often useful. https://coolors.co/app, https://paletton.com

Figures & Illustrations

Materials and methods
• Appropriate indication of materials and measurement equipment (use references instead of
repeating what others have done)
• Make sure that you and others (colleagues, successors, ...) will be able to repeat the
experiment or understand your analysis also in 100 years!
• A recipe is a recipe – but the materials might change. If somebody fails to replicate your
experiments engage in a dialogue, and try to figure out what is different.

Summary and Outlook
Short summary of your findings. Put your findings into context.
Speculate, how your results will be important for future research!
(this is the only part where speculation is allowed, but do not make a fool of yourself!)

Acknowledgement
• All involved people
• Head of the group followed by the assistants.
• Institutions
• Funding agencies

• Mention framework of the block courses

When referring to others…
Fallacy: To make my work good look I have to make other work look bad. - Wrong.
Not acknowledging important related work will kill your paper.
Right: In order to make our solution look good we should give credit to the good work already done.
Standing on the shoulders of giants.

The revision
Start sending your draft to your PI as soon as possible, in order to clarify expectations.
Get your paper read by others
Experts – Good, but usually don’t have time.
Non experts – Also very good, and usually take time.
Pro-tips:
Find a native English speaker.
When getting help: Explain exactly what you want from the person. Otherwise you will get a spellcheck.

The revision
•Every draft has to be revised over and over again! There is
no way around it!
•Check first the structure of the report
•Read everything completely, make only minor notes...

•(act the prospective reader)
•Are the story and the «flow» ok?
•THEN you revise (iterative process) and THEN you work out
the text
•The publication directly reflects you and your abilities

Polishing
•Start checking grammar, orthography etc...
•Select specific words, etc.
•Check draft step by step (checklist)
•Try to shorten and clarify everything
•This step shows if you worked carefully or if you ran out of
time!
•Again: The report directly reflects you and your abilities
•Rest after finishing and revise again...

Submission
•At some point you are done.

•Stop checking the manuscript and get it out there! It has no use only on your hard drive.
•It will never be perfect. Don’t worry.

Questions?

Final remarks
Take home messages:
• For whom am I writing?
• Report structure parallels the work flow
• Writing is an important element of doing research.
Most of the rest is suggestions for your convenience.

